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Abstract—Creating a compiler for an instruction set archi-
tecture (ISA) requires a set of rewrite rules describing how to
translate from the compiler’s intermediate representation (IR) to
the ISA. We address this challenge by synthesizing rewrite rules
from a register-transfer level (RTL) description of the target
architecture (with minimal annotations about its state and the
ISA format), together with formal IR semantics, by constructing
SMT queries where solutions represent valid rewrite rules.

We evaluate our approach on multiple architectures, support-
ing both integer and floating-point operations. We synthesize both
integer and floating-point rewrite rules from an intermediate
representation to various reconfigurable array architectures in
under 1.2 seconds per rule. We also synthesize integer rewrite
rules from WebAssembly to RISC-V with both standard and
custom extensions in under 4 seconds per rule, and we synthesize
floating-point rewrite rules in under 8 seconds per rule.

I. INTRODUCTION

The end of Moore’s law and Dennard scaling means that
processor performance will not continue to increase expo-
nentially due to improvements in process technology. Future
performance increases will instead be due to the increased
efficiency of domain-specific architectures and accelerators. In
their Turing Award lecture, John Hennessy and David Patter-
son envision such a future; they predict that these innovations
will lead to a new golden age of computer architecture [33].
In order to realize this vision, there must be a corresponding
golden age of software tools, programming models, and com-
pilers to design and program specialized architectures [55].

Every new instruction set architecture (ISA) must be ac-
companied by a set of rewrite rules to be used in code
generation. These rules describe how to transform a compiler’s
intermediate representation (IR) to the ISA. Crafting these
rules is a labor-intensive task and is often performed by

someone other than the ISA designer. Hence, the ISA must be
carefully documented to support compiler writers—this too is
a tedious, error-prone process. Moreover, changes to an ISA
require new documentation and new rewrite rules.

This leads to a world where there are very few ISAs,
and design space exploration is limited to microarchitectural
details. To perform architectural design space exploration, a
working compiler is critical to perform realistic benchmarking.
The work in this paper arose in the context of the Agile
Hardware Project, where one of the primary goals is to
facilitate rapid design space exploration for a coarse-grained
reconfigurable array (CGRA) [7]. We found that manually
maintaining rewrite rules for a rapidly changing architecture
was a constant pain point. This experience led us to develop
a method for automatically synthesizing instruction selection
rewrite rules, which is the primary contribution of this paper.
Our method requires a register-transfer level (RTL)1 descrip-
tion of the target architecture, a description of the architectural
state, and a description of the instruction format. This method
has made possible the efficient and algorithmic exploration of
large design spaces [41], as generation of the rewrite rules can
be efficiently performed without a human in the loop.

Even for established ISAs, it is easy to overlook nuances
that are obvious to the ISA designers. This can lead to ineffi-
ciencies in compiled code. For example, the RISC-V ISA does
not include equals or not-equals instructions but documents
“pseudo operations" for performing them using a subtract and
an unsigned less-than ((x - y) < 1 and 0 < (x - y)
respectively) [2]. Similarly, there are no instructions for less-
than-or-equals or greater-than-or-equals, each of which can

1Not to be confused with Register Transfer Language
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also be implemented as two instruction sequences using a
less than and an xor ((y < x) ^ 1 and (x < y) ^ 1,
respectively); however, these sequences are not documented.

Using the architecture’s RTL, we synthesize rewrite rules by
constructing first-order logic queries whose solutions, obtained
using a satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solver, represent
instruction selection rewrite rules. Additionally, we propose
a methodology for abstracting complex operations, such as
floating point operations, which proved too costly for previous
SMT-based approaches [12]. While some prior work [18],
[19], [49], [12] tackled similar problems, they used manually-
defined ISA specifications in the form of enumerated lists of
instructions with their parameters and semantics. Using RTL
directly has the benefit of avoiding this manual specification
step. This is particularly important when doing design space
exploration, as it is difficult to maintain both the RTL and
a corresponding formal specification for a rapidly changing
design. ISA specifications also do not typically capture the
instruction format or the instruction decode logic, both of
which are needed for an end-to-end correctness argument. In
addition to these benefits, using the RTL directly also presents
unique challenges which we address. Our main contributions
are as follows:

• Formalization of the correctness criteria for a general
class of rewrite rules between arbitrary IRs and RTL-
based architectures.

• A technique for supporting parametric rewrite rules.
• A method for abstracting operations whose semantics are

either unknown or too complex to model efficiently (e.g.,
floating-point operations).

• A methodology for efficiently encoding and solving the
rewrite rule synthesis problem using SMT.

In our evaluation, we synthesize rewrite rules from CoreIR
(an IR designed for RTL) [16] to a family of CGRAs. We also
synthesize rewrite rules from WebAssembly to various RISC-
V architectures. We target both the base RISC-V ISA and
a number of extensions, including extensions with floating-
point operations. All of these tasks can be done in seconds.
Additionally, we are able to synthesize short multi-instruction
sequences for pseudo-operations such as those mentioned
above (whether officially documented or not). These take at
most 90 seconds to synthesize.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II pro-
vides background on compilers, instruction selection, rewrite
rules, and SMT. Section III formalizes rewrite rules and
describes our encoding of the problem into SMT. Section IV
presents case studies highlighting the utility and performance
of the tool. Section V covers related work and, finally,
Section VI provides future steps to take towards a general,
automatically-derived compiler.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Code Generation

Most compilers share a common structure: a front end
which translates a high-level language into an IR, an optimizer

Notation Meaning

BV [n] Sort for bitvectors of length n
+[n],−[n],×[n],÷[n] Arithmetic modulo 2n

+f [n] n-bit floating-point addition
x ◦ y Bitvector concatenation
x[msb : lsb] Bitvector extraction
ite(c, x, y) If-then-else: if c then x else y
a[i] Read from array a at index i
a[i] := v Result of updating array a at

index i with value v
T = Algebraic data type T with

C1(s1 : σ1) | constructors C1, C2, testers is_C1

C2(s2 : σ2, s3 : σ3) and is_C2, and selectors si of sort σi

TABLE I: Theory-specific notation.

which optimizes the IR, and a code-generator which translates
the IR into a hardware-specific representation (which then
may be further optimized for the target architecture). The
code generation stage typically involves instruction selection,
scheduling, resource assignment, and assembly.

There has been significant work devoted to developing
instruction selection algorithms [29], [25], [26], [45], [20],
[4], [24], [23], [10] that use a set of pre-defined rewrite
rules to translate IR programs to architectural instructions.
These rewrite rules are dependent on the target ISA and are
usually constructed manually. In this paper, we automatically
synthesize rewrite rules from the RTL of target architectures;

B. Logical Setting

We work in the setting of many-sorted logic (see e.g., [21],
[54]). Let S be a set of sort symbols (sorts in this setting
play a role similar to types in type theory). For every sort
σ ∈ S, we assume an infinite set of variables of that sort. We
assume the usual definitions of terms, literals, formulas, and
interpretations, and use |= to denote the satisfiability relation
between interpretations and formulas. We write e {x ↦→ t } for
the result of simultaneously replacing each occurrence of x in
e by t. If x1 and x2 are two vectors of variables, we write
x1 :: x2 to denote their concatenation. A term of the form
ite(φ, t1, t2) is an if-then-else operator, whose meaning is
the same as t1 in an interpretation I where I |= φ, and the
same as t2 otherwise.

A theory T assigns meaning to certain theory-specific
symbols by fixing a class of allowable interpretations (e.g.,
it may fix the meaning of the symbol ‘+‘ to be the addition
function). A formula φ is T-satisfiable (resp., T-unsatisfiable,
T-valid) if it is satisfied by some (resp., no, all) interpretations
in T . The satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) problem is
simply the question of determining T-satisfiability of a formula
for some given theory T . SMT solvers solve this problem for
a standard set of useful theories (and their combinations).

Some examples of common theories supported by SMT
solvers include fixed-width bit-vectors, arrays, integer and
floating-point arithmetic, uninterpreted functions, and alge-
braic data types. Table I lists some notation from these theories
that we will use in illustrative examples below. A more
thorough introduction to SMT can be found in [9].
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III. SYNTHESIZING REWRITE RULES

Rewrite rules are a key component in instruction selection,
as they indicate the options for how to transform one or
more IR instructions into one or more architecture-specific
instructions. In this section, we show how to formalize and
solve the rewrite rule synthesis problem using SMT.

A. Intermediate Representation Formalization

An intermediate representation (IR) includes a collection
of instructions which can be composed together in various
ways to represent programs. IR instructions can be represented
in many ways, including as graphs or as functions. Here,
we represent IR instructions as SMT formulas. The formulas
encode how an instruction’s inputs are transformed into a set
of outputs. Formally, let x = (x1 : σ1, . . . , xk : σk) be a vector
of variables. Then, the tuple IR(x) = (IR1(x), . . . , IRl(x))
is an IR instruction with k inputs (each xi is an input) and l
outputs (represented by each IRj). The value of output j for a
given concrete input (c1, . . . , ck) is given by constructing the
formula IRj(c1, . . . , ck) and then evaluating it using the se-
mantics of the theory operations in the formula. For example,
an 8-bit adder with two outputs, the sum and the carry-out,
and inputs x1 and x2 of sort BV [8] could be represented as:

(x1 +[8] x2, (0 ◦ x1 +[9] 0 ◦ x2)[8 : 8]).

For the concrete input (11111111, 00000001), the outputs are
00000000 and 1, respectively.

A formula-tuple IR need not represent only a single in-
struction. A complex operation or pseudo-instruction can be
represented as a composition of other instructions. Our SMT
representation can easily accommodate composition: if an
output IRj from IR1 is connected to an input xi in IR2,
then the composition is simply the result of substituting IRj

for xi in IR2, i.e., IR2 {xi ↦→ IRj }. Below, we assume that
IR represents some IR program (comprising one or more IR
instructions) that we wish to find a rewrite rule for.

B. Architecture Formalization

An architecture is a circuit that is parameterized by a single
architectural instruction value (separate from and not to be
confused with the IR instructions mentioned above), which
indicates how other inputs and existing states are transformed
into outputs and next states. As above, we represent an
architecture as a tuple of SMT formulas. The instruction
itself is an input to the architecture, which we assume can
be modeled as a variable inst of sort τ . We further let
y = (y1 : τ1, . . . , ym : τm) be a vector of variables with sorts
in Σ, where τi is the sort of the architecture’s i’th input. The
tuple Arch(inst ,y) = (Arch1(inst ,y), . . . ,Archn(inst ,y))
is an architecture with m + 1 inputs and n outputs. As an
example, consider an 8-bit ALU with 4 operations. An input
inst of sort BV [2] selects which operation to perform on two

other inputs, y1 and y2, both of sort BV [8]. Its single output
is also of sort BV [8]. For this example, Arch could be:

(ite(inst = 00, y1 −[8] y2,

ite(inst = 01, y1 +[8] y2,

ite(inst = 10, y1 ∗[8] y2, y1 ÷[8] y2)))).

States. Architectures with states can be modeled by including
current state values as inputs and next state values as outputs.
Suppose z = (z1 : ω1, . . . , zp : ωp) are variables representing
the states. Then, we can represent the architecture as:

Arch(inst ,y, z) =

(Arch1(inst ,y, z), . . . ,Archn(inst ,y, z),

Archn+1(inst ,y, z), . . . ,Archn+p(inst ,y, z)),

where Archn+i are formulas that encode the next-state func-
tion for the ith state variable. An example with states appears
in Section III-C, below.

Composing Architectures. A rewrite rule for an IR program
might require more than one instruction at the architec-
tural level. Fortunately, as was the case for IR programs,
it is straightforward to compose multiple architectures us-
ing our SMT representation. Let Arch1(inst1,y1, z1) and
Arch2(inst2,y2, z2) be two architectures with m1 and m2

inputs, p1 and p2 states, and n1 and n2 outputs, respec-
tively, and suppose that output i of Arch1 is passed into
input j of Arch2. Let inst = (inst1, inst2), y = y1 ::
(y2,1, . . . , y2,j−1, y2,j+1, . . . , y2,m2

), z = z1 :: z2, and y′
2 =

y2 { y2,j ↦→ Arch1,i(inst1,y1, z1) }. Then, the composition
is:

Arch(inst ,y, z) =

(Arch1,1(inst1,y1, z1), . . . ,Arch1,n1(inst1,y1, z1),

Arch2,1(inst2,y
′
2, z2), . . . ,Arch2,n2(inst2,y

′
2, z2),

Arch1,n1+1(inst1,y1, z1), . . . ,Arch1,n1+p1(inst1,y1, z1),

Arch2,n2+1(inst2,y
′
2, z2), . . . ,Arch2,n2+p2(inst2,y

′
2, z2)).

C. Rewrite Rule Formalization

A rewrite rule defines how a specific IR program can be
implemented using one or more instructions of a particular
architecture. We start with a simple but incomplete definition
of a rewrite rule and incrementally build up a definition with
more generality and sophistication. The simplest rewrite rule
is a tuple (IR,Arch, instc), where IR is an IR program,
Arch is an architecture (without states for now), and instc is
a concrete constant (i.e., a constant that maps to a particular
domain value, like 0 or 1) of sort τ . We say such a tuple is a
valid rewrite rule if the following formula is well-formed and
T -valid:

∀x.Arch(instc,x) = IR(x) (1)

Note that well-formedness requires that Arch and IR have
the same number of inputs and outputs and that corresponding
inputs and outputs have the same sort. As an example, take
again the sum output of the IR program given in Sec. III-A,
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that is, IR = (x1 +[8] x2), and suppose Arch is as given
in Section III-B. Then, (1) holds when instc = 01, and so
(IR,Arch, 01) is a valid rewrite rule. In practice, things can
be more complicated in several ways, which we address next.

Bindings. One problem with (1) is that the inputs and outputs
of the IR rarely match those of the architecture. A more
general rewrite rule is (IR,Arch, instc, b

in , bout), where
(bin , bout) is a pair of formula tuples, called a binding, that
specifies how to map between the inputs and outputs of the
two formulas. The rewrite rule is valid if the following formula
is well-formed and valid:

∀x. bout(Arch(instc, b
in(x))) = IR(x). (2)

Here, well-formedness means bin(x) = (bin1 (x), . . . , binm (x)),
where each bini (x) has sort τi. We also require bout(w) =
(bout1 (w), . . . , boutl (w)), where w = (w1, . . . , wn), the sort
of each wi matches Archi, and the sort of each boutj matches
IRj . As an example, consider bin = (x2, x1) and bout = (w2).
This binding swaps the two IR inputs and only uses the second
architecture output.

Another complexity with bindings is that sometimes it is
necessary to map the IR inputs to only a subset of the
architecture inputs (for example, mapping a unary IR operation
to an ISA supporting only binary operations). The extra inputs
which do not correspond to any IR input must not have
any effect on the output. To model this, we extend bin so
that, in addition to x, it also takes additional arguments
y = (y1 . . . ym) with sorts (τ1, . . . , τm). The idea is that the
binding can choose to simply map some variable yi to an extra
architecture input. With this extension, we can write the new
rewrite rule formula as follows:

∀x,y. bout(Arch(instc, b
in(x,y))) = IR(x). (3)

Finally, we can handle the full generality of architec-
tures with states by including these in the binding as
well, where bin is extended to be a function of sort
(σ1 . . . σk, τ1 . . . τk, ω1 . . . ωp) → (τ1 . . . τm, ω1 . . . ωp), and
bout also takes an additional p inputs of sort ω1, . . . , ωp.

∀x,y, z. bout(Arch(instc, b
in(x,y, z))) = IR(x). (4)

As an example, consider a simple architecture which ei-
ther multiplies its inputs and accumulates the result into a
register file z (represented by an array variable) at index 0
while outputting the product or performs a subtraction, both
outputting the result and storing it at index 1 of the register
file. Assume the instruction is of sort BV [1], and the other
inputs are of sort BV [8]. All operators use 8-bit arithmetic (so
we will omit the [8] subscript to ease readabilty). The formula
for the architecture is then:

Arch(inst , y1, y2, z) = (ite(inst = 0, y1 ∗ y2, y1 − y2),

ite(inst = 0, z[0] := z[0] + (y1 ∗ y2), z[1] := y1 − y2))

Note that the first formula in the Arch tuple represents the
output of the architecture, while the second represents the next
state of z. Now, suppose we are searching for a rewrite rule
for IR(x) = (x3 ∗ x2) + x1. One valid rule is instc = 0,

bin(x, y, z) = (x3, x2, z[0] := x1), and bout(w) = w2[0]
(note that w2, represents the second input to bout , which
corresponds to the register file state). This rule represents a
solution using instc = 0 when x1 is the value of z[0], x2

drives the y2 input, and x3 drives the y1 input. The result is
stored at index 0 of the (next state value of the) register file.

D. Rewrite Rule Synthesis

We next formalize the problem of synthesizing rewrite rules.
We assume that we are given IR and Arch representing an
IR program and an architecture, respectively. We must find
instc, bin , and bout . Starting from (4), we can simply replace
instc, bin , and bout with variables to get a (second-order)
formula. It is also useful to make the bindings a function of
the instruction, as we explain below. Thus, we have:

∃ inst , bin , bout . ∀x,y, z.
bout(inst ,Arch(inst , bin(inst ,x,y, z))) = IR(x). (5)

If (5) holds, then there exists a valid rewrite rule.
In order to use (5) for a practical rewrite rule synthesis al-

gorithm, we must additionally specify what kinds of functions
are allowed for bin and bout . These functions should tell us
how to map the inputs and outputs, but should not introduce
extra functionality. For non-state inputs to the architecture, we
simply require that the binding either pick a variable in x or
pass through the corresponding variable from y.

For state inputs, there are two2 cases. For programmable
states (states with compile-time addresses that can be written
and read by instructions, e.g., a register file), we allow the
binding to update part of the state with a variable in x.
This corresponds to a previous instruction storing its result
(the input for the current instruction) in the state. We do
this by using array variables for these states and allowing
the binding to write to the arrays. Other states, such as the
accumulators or other non-programmable registers, are passed
through unchanged by the binding. Formally, we require:

bini (inst ,x,y, z) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
yi or xj(1 ≤ j ≤ k), if i ≤ m,

zi−m, if i > m (non-programmable)
update(zi−m, inst ,x), otherwise,

where update(z, inst ,x) is one or more array writes to z at
indexes specified by one or more fields in inst and with values
from the variables in x. The output binding is similar:

boutj (inst ,w) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
wi (1 ≤ i ≤ n+ p), or
read(wi, inst) (n+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ p),

where wi is programmable,

where read(w, inst) is a read from the array w at an index
specified by some field of inst . Implicit in this formulation
is the requirement that instructions must either directly output
their result or write them to programmable state in a single a

2A third kind of state with computed addresses (like indirect loads and
stores), can be handled in a way similar to [12], or by using the computed
address from the architecture and the IR in the output bindings.
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cycle. Pipeline registers and other micro-architectural state fall
into the category of states which cannot be bound. We discuss
possible approaches for handling pipelining in Section VI.

We next explain how to solve (5), subject to the constraints
on bindings. But first, we introduce two useful generalizations.

Synthesizing Parametric Rewrite Rules. Sometimes, we are
interested in finding a parameterized rewrite rule that works
for a family of IR nodes (for instance, the family of IR
instructions that multiply a constant parameter by some input).
Rather than having to discover a different rewrite rule for each
value of the parameter, we would like to solve the problem
once and have it work for all possible values of the parameter.
Formally, let c be a vector of parameters, and let IR(c,x) be
a family of IR nodes parameterized by c. Using equation (5)
as a starting point, the new rewrite formula becomes:

∀ c. ∃inst , bin , bout . ∀x,y, z.
bout(inst ,Arch(inst , bin(inst ,x,y, z))) = IR(c,x). (6)

In other words, we would like there to be an appropriate
instruction encoding for each value of the parameter c. As
it stands, this formulation is not very useful, as it does not tell
us how to connect the instruction to the parameter. However,
by Skolemizing (6), we get the following:

∃inst , bin , bout . ∀ c,x,y, z.
bout(inst(c),Arch(inst(c),

bin(inst(c),x,y, z))) = IR(c,x). (7)

where now, inst is a function from c to instructions.3

Abstracting Complex Operations. Complex operations (e.g.,
floating-point arithmetic) can present a challenge. However,
it is often the case that there are identical complex oper-
ations in the IR and in the architecture. We can handle
such situations by replacing such complex operations with
uninterpreted functions [13]. We must be careful about how
this is done though. If we simply introduce new function
symbols in the formulas for the IR and the architecture, they
will be implicitly existentially quantified when checking for
satisfiability, leading to spurious results as the solver can
choose any interpretation. Hence, introduced function symbols
must be universally quantified. Formally, let Archabs and
IRabs be the abstract versions of Arch and IR, respectively,
where the complex operations are removed and replaced with
a vector of function symbols f . Then, building on (7), we get
the following formulation for the fully general rewrite rule
synthesis formula:

∃inst , bin , bout . ∀ c,x,y, z, f . IRabs(c,x, f) =

bout(inst(c),Archabs(inst(c), f , bin(inst(c),x,y, z))).
(8)

3Technically, to maintain logical equivalence, bin and bout should also be
functions of c, but for simplicity, we omit this, keeping the restrictions on
their form introduced above. We also did not find any additional dependency
on c to be needed in practice.

E. Rewrite Rule Synthesis Implementation

Here, we detail several additional considerations required
to solve the rewrite rule synthesis problem formalized above
in practice. Specifically, we discuss (i) removing second-order
quantifiers; (ii) encoding instructions; (iii) formula optimiza-
tions; and (iv) solving algorithm optimizations.

Removing Second-Order Quantifiers. Note that inst , bin ,
bout , and f are all quantified functions. In order to use an SMT
solver, we first need to find an equivalent formulation using
only first-order quantification. For the binding functions, this
is straightforward. Given the restrictions outlined above, there
are only a finite number of possible binding functions.4 Let B
be the set of all legal bindings (bin , bout). Then, formula (8)
is equivalent to

∃inst . ∀ c,x,y, z, f .
⋁︂

(bin ,bout )∈B

IRabs(c,x, f) =

bout(inst(c),Archabs(inst(c), f , bin(inst(c),x,y, z))).
(9)

Unfortunately, just satisfying this formula does not tell us
which binding to use, so in practice, we also add an indi-
cator variable i, whose value indicates which binding was
used. Formally, we extend the notion of binding to a triple
(b, bin , bout), where b is an integer unique to each binding.
Then, our formula becomes:

∃inst , i. ∀ c,x,y, z, f .
⋁︂

(b,bin ,bout )∈B

i = b∧ IRabs(c,x, f) =

bout(inst(c),Archabs(inst(c), f , bin(inst(c),x,y, z))).
(10)

To remove the quantification on f , we can use Ackerm-
annization [3]. For each function symbol f , we replace each
instance of f with a fresh variable of the same sort as the return
sort of f and add constraints requiring that if the arguments
to any two of those instances of f are equal, then the fresh
variables representing those instances are equal too. Assume,
for ease of presentation, that f = (f) and f appears only
once in IRabs , with arguments s, and once in Archabs , with
arguments t. Then, (10) is equivalent to5

∃inst , i. ∀ c,x,y, z, f1, f2.
⋁︂

(b,bin ,bout )∈B

i = b ∧

(s = t → f1 = f2) → IRabs(c,x, f1) =

bout(inst(c),Archabs(inst(c), f2, b
in(inst(c),x,y, z))).

(11)

Encoding Instructions. Above, we have assumed a simple
instruction model, where instructions are taken from some
sort τ . In practice, an architecture may have a variety of

4To ensure finiteness, we limit the update operation mentioned above to
allow no more updates than there are IR inputs.

5With some abuse of notation, if P (f) is a formula containing f , and f1 is
a variable whose sort matches the return sort of f , we write P (f1) to mean
the result of replacing the application of f in P by f1.
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instructions, each with different components. This can be
modeled by letting τ be an algebraic data type (ADT), with
different constructors for each type of instructions. This also
solves the problem of how to handle inst as a function of
c. Some types of instructions allow immediate values to be
encoded as part of the instruction. For those instructions, we
allow a parameter from c to appear as the immediate value.
This is a very limited type of functional dependence on c, but
it is sufficient for modeling the kinds of parametric rewrite
rules we are interested in.

To see how this works, consider as an example two formats
from the RISC-V integer instruction set (RV32I): (i) R-
type: register-register instructions; and (ii) I-type: register-
immediate instructions. We can model these using the ADT:

INST = RType(op : BV [7], rd : BV [5], func3 : BV [3],

rs1 : BV [5], rs2 : BV [5], func7 : BV [7]) |
IType(op : BV [7], rd : BV [5], func3 : BV [3],

rs1 : BV [5], imm : BV [12])

This could be further refined by declaring op, func3, etc. as
additional data types with limited sets of values. To handle
the dependence on parametric values, we add a constraint
stating that some immediate value is equal to a parameter.
For example, if we want to encode the case where the
immediate of IType is a constant c, we add the constraint
is_IType(inst)∧ imm(inst) = c. To consider many possible
mappings of constants to immediates, we use a disjunction
over a set of possibilities as we do with bindings.
Formula Optimizations.

For non-trivial designs, it is too expensive to repeat the
architecture and IR formulas for every disjunct in the set of
bindings. An alternative is to introduce additional variables
for the inputs to and outputs from the architecture and to
have the bindings operate only on those variables. For ease
of presentation, let’s go back to formula (5) and write it as:

∃ inst . ∀x,y, z.⋁︂
(bin ,bout )∈B

bout(inst ,Arch(inst , bin(inst ,x,y, z)))

= IR(x). (12)

This is equivalent to:

∃ inst . ∀x,y, z,u,v,w.⎛⎝ ⋁︂
(bin ,bout )∈B

(bout(inst ,u) = v ∧ bin(inst ,x,y, z) = w)

⎞⎠
→ (Arch(inst ,w) = u ∧ v = IR(x)). (13)

In practice, it can also be inefficient to include memories
and register files in the architecture. An alternative is to remove
them and add an additional input for every read port and output
for every write port. From the point of view of the rewrite rule
synthesis, the problem is equivalent. This is the approach we
take in our experiments. For example, the RISC-V register file,

which has the property that register 0 always holds 0, can be
modeled with two formulae:
One for reads:

let r1 =

{︄
0 if rs1 = 0

v1 otherwise
r2 =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0 if rs2 = 0

v1 if rs1 = rs2 ̸= 0

v2 otherwise

in (r1, r2)

and one for writes: (ite(rd = 0, s, v))
In the first formula, v1 and v2 are the values bound into

the register file (or more precisely added as inputs to the
architecture). r1 and r2 represent the values read from the
register file. rs1 and rs2 are the read addresses calculated by
the architecture from its instruction. Note that this is equivalent
to having two reads on an array without an intervening update.
However, it massively simplifies the task of generating bin , as
we do not need to reason about how rs1 and rs2 will be
derived from inst .

In the second formula, rd is the write address, s represents
the previous state of the written register, and v is the value to
be written. Similar to the abstraction of reads, this significantly
simplifies the generation of bout . These simplifications are
possible as we do not care about the full state of the register
file. We only care about the two indices which are read and
the one index that is written.

Solving Strategy. While some SMT solvers have support
for quantified formulas, it is well-known that quantified for-
mulas often lead to performance and robustness problems
(and indeed, we observed this in preliminary experiments).
We therefore adopt an external technique to solve the final
quantified SMT queries, all of which are in exists-forall form:

∃a.∀b. ϕ(a,b) (14)

Our technique is inspired by the counter-example guided
synthesis (CEGIS) [51] approach introduced in [15] and
more formally described in [27]. The algorithm consists of
alternating phases. The algorithm first suggests a solution for
a by simply checking the satisfiability of ϕ(a,b). If ac is
the value found, it then checks whether this works for all
values of b by checking the satisfiability of ¬ϕ(ac,b). If this
is unsatisfiable, then ac is a solution for a in (14). Otherwise,
let bc be the satisfying value found. We simply update ϕ to
be ϕ(a,b) ∧ ϕ(a,bc) and repeat. Essentially, we thus collect
many sample points, bc with the hope that after enough are
collected, it will drive the search to find a value for a that
satisfies (14). We found that in our setting of rewrite rule
synthesis, this approach works well.

IV. EVALUATION

We evaluate the above approach for rewrite rule synthesis
by showing the ability to efficiently synthesize rewrite rules in
two settings. First, we synthesize rewrite rules from the Cor-
eIR intermediate representation to different CGRA processing
elements and, second, from the WebAssembly intermediate
representation to RISC-V with extension.
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We implement the architectures in the Magma hardware
description language [1], [55]. We chose Magma as it has
first class support for formal analysis through its associated
“hwtypes” library [37], whose semantics match those of the
SMT-LIB theory of bitvectors. We construct an SMT formula
for the architecture by tracing the inputs of the circuit and
the outputs of the architectural state to the outputs of the
circuit and the inputs of its architectural state. While Magma
is convenient, it is not essential; any HDL could be used to
generate a formal model. We specify IRs directly in SMT
using pysmt [27] and use Boolector [43] as the SMT solver.
Additionally, we implement minimal compilers which apply
the synthesized rules in order to compare to existing hand-
coded tools. Details of our full experimental set up and more
results can be found in the appendix.

A. Rewrite Rules for CGRAs

Our first case study targets CGRAs, style of spatial ar-
chitecture similar to FPGAs which have been of increasing
interest to both academia and industry. CGRAs differ from
FPGAs by employing larger processing elements (PEs) instead
of lookup tables (LUTs). Further, CGRAs typically have more
restricted word-level routing networks rather than bit-level
routing networks [39]. We evaluate our ability to synthesize
rewrite rules for such architectures by synthesizing rewrite
rules from CoreIR to four different PEs. We chose CoreIR
as a source IR as it is formally specified [16], [40].

1) CGRA Processing Element Implementation: We use four
versions (PE-A, PE-B, PE-C, PE-F) of an internally developed
16-bit processing element. PE-A contains a two-input ALU
that can perform bit-wise operations, comparisons, shifts,
addition, and multiplication, along with a lookup table for
Boolean operations. Each ALU input can be driven by an
external signal or a local immediate constant. PE-F adds
16-bit floating point (bfloat16) addition and multiplication
to PE-A. We then extend PE-A with operations commonly
occurring in image processing applications. PE-B extends
PE-A with absolute difference (|x-y|), and PE-C extends
PE-B with fused multiply-add with an immediate constant
(x*const + y). Generating such a collection of similar
architectures is a common practice when doing design space
exploration. Our synthesis method, combined with a tool such
as VTR [42] to perform place and route, could enable a
designer to evaluate a large design space on real benchmarks.

2) Rewrite Rule Synthesis: We evaluate our ability to
synthesize rewrite rules for CoreIR’s 16-bit integer instructions
(i16), Boolean instructions (i1), and floating point instruc-
tions using Bfloat16 [17] (bfloat16).

The times to derive these rewrite rules are shown in Fig-
ure 1. Note that while most CoreIR operations can be mapped
to the base PE, some can only be mapped to one or more of
the variants. Each rule for the integer PEs can be found within
1.1 seconds. Additionally, the floating-point instructions can
be found for PE-F within 1.2 seconds.

In Table II, we show the total time in seconds spent
synthesizing rewrite rules (a SAT result) or proving that no

Fig. 1: The median time over 10 runs needed to derive a
rewrite rule for various CoreIR operations to different PE
architectures.

PE-A PE-B PE-C PE-F
UNSAT (s) 0.81 0.74 0.34 118.09

SAT (s) 8.63 10.15 11.06 91.49
Total (s) 9.44 10.88 11.40 209.58

TABLE II: Total time generating SAT results and UNSAT
results, for each PE design.

rewrite exists (an UNSAT result, potentially due to the lack
of a matching abstraction) for each PE design. Targeting the
integer PEs is extremely fast, taking less than 12 seconds per
design to generate a full set of rewrite rules. The process is
"slow" for PE-F requiring about 3.5 minutes. However, this
time is trivial compared to the time it would take to manually
write these rules.

B. Rewrite Rules for RISC-V

Our second case studies shows how our technology can be
used to synthesize rewrite rules from WebAssembly targeting
RISC-V processors. WebAssembly is an intermediate repre-
sentation designed to be a target for web applications. The
IR itself has formally-defined semantics for each operation,
making it suitable for our method.

We extract the post-instruction-fetch portion of the proces-
sor in order to give it the appearance of having an instruction
input. Further, we replace the register file with the simpli-
fied model described in Section III-E. These transformations
require only a handful of lines of boilerplate python for
each architecture. Additionally, we construct specifications
of instruction formats as ADTs and provide any necessary
annotations for the register file (i.e., which registers have
special semantics, like register 0 in RISC-V).

1) RISC-V Implementation: In addition to implementing a
processor for the base RV32I ISA, we implement processors
for the RV32IM and RV32IF standards. The "M" extension
adds instructions for multiplication, division, and remainder.
The "F" extension adds support for floating point operations.
Full details can be found in the RISC-V manual [2]. In addition
to these standard extensions, we define our own extension
RV32X, which adds common bit-counting operations, which
are defined in WebAssembly. Specifically: count-leading-zeros
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Instruction RV32I RV32IM RV32IX RV32IF
i20.const 0.3 10.4 1.8 4.2
i32.le_s 2.2 27.3 3.7 80.1
i32.ge_s 1.6 30.8 4.5 71.7
i32.le_u 1.6 25.7 4.7 75.1
i32.ge_u 2.4 18.1 2.2 51.2
i32.eq 2.1 23.5 3.3 22.3
i32.ne 2.2 6.4 1.2 9.9

TABLE III: Median SMT performance in seconds for syn-
thesizing two sequential instructions for i20.const and
comparison instructions.

(i32.clz), count-trailing-zeros (i32.ctz), and population
count (i32.popcnt).

2) Rewrite Rule Synthesis: We evaluate our ability to
synthesize rewrite rules for WebAssembly’s 32-bit integer
instructions (i32) and a subset of floating point instructions
(float). The integer instructions also include pop-count,
count-leading-zeros, and count-trailing-zeros.

Fig. 2: Time needed to synthesize a single RISC-V instruction
for each RISC-V Architecture. SAT means a rewrite rule
was discovered. UNSAT means there is provably no single
instruction rewrite that is possible. Reported times are the
median result over 10 runs.

In Figure 2, either the time to synthesize a rewrite rule (SAT)
or the time to prove that a rewrite rule does not exist (UNSAT)
is shown for each IR instruction. Synthesis for RV32I succeeds
in finding all instructions executable as a single instruction on
the target architecture. For the integer processors, all rules
are discovered within 4.1 seconds, with most only taking a
few hundred milliseconds. Proving that rewrite rules do not
exist is also possible within 4.1 seconds. For RV32IF, all
the rules are found within 22 seconds, with most taking less
than 8 seconds. Proving that particular rules like i32.rem_s
are not possible takes up to 38 seconds. RV32IF contains
many floating point instances, each requiring an expensive new
universally quantified variable (explained in Section III-E).
This can mostly explain the higher time compared to the other
architectures.

Some comparison instructions are impossible to implement
in a single instruction (a fact verified by our method), so
we searched for sequences of two instructions, by composing
two architectures as described in Section III-B. The times
to find rewrites for these comparison operations for each of

Fig. 3: Total time to generate single instruction SAT results,
2 instruction SAT results, and UNSAT results of 37 rewrite
rules for each RISC-V architecture.

the RISC-V architectures are shown in Table III. We are
able synthesize these rules for RV32I and RV32IX in a few
seconds. For RV32IM and RV32IF, which are significantly
more complex circuits, synthesis times are under 31 and 81
seconds, respectively. We note that verifying a rewrite rule
can be done nearly instantaneously (well under a second for
any rule we discovered). Therefore, given the knowledge that
RV32I is a subset of RV32IF, one could simply verify that
rules generated for RV32I work for RV32IF in order to avoid
the longer synthesis times which arise from the complexity of
floating point.

Similar to Table II, in Figure 3 we show the time spent
synthesizing rewrite rules or proving no rewrite rule exists for
each RISC-V architecture. This includes the time for proving
that the instructions in Table III cannot be accomplished in one
instruction, and the time for synthesizing each two-instruction
rule. Results from targeting RV32I and RV32IX are fast,
each taking less than a minute. Results targeting RV32IM
and RV32IF are slower at around 3 minutes and 9 minutes,
respectively, but this is still significantly faster than manually
writing these rules.

V. RELATED WORK

In recent years, many new techniques and tools have been
developed for synthesis based on SAT and SMT solving [30],
[31], [34], [50], [52], [51], [53]s. In the SKETCH language,
for example, a programmer provides a specification and a
partial program with “holes” [52], [51]. SKETCH attempts
to fill these holes so that the complete program matches the
specification. However, due to the nuances of targeting RTL,
we found that a direct encoding into SMT formulas was
more flexible and convenient than using an existing program
synthesis system. One promising approach is Syntax-guided
synthesis (SyGuS) [5], [6], [48], in which a program must
be synthesized within a given grammar to meet a given
specification (the grammar and specification are given using a
variant of the SMT-LIB language [8]). Exploring possible uses
of SyGuS in this context is an interesting avenue for future
work.

Perhaps more relevant is the work of Dias and Ramsey [18],
[19], [49], who, in their 2006 work, propose a system to
synthesize rewrite rules using an ISA specification where
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each instruction is specified as a distinct formula. They use
a pattern-matched syntax tree to synthesize these rules. In
contrast, we use SMT to find all equivalences. Further, we
use the RTL directly rather than a manually specified enumer-
ation of instructions. This distinction is especially important
during design space exploration, when automating as much as
possible is crucial.

More recently, Buchwald, Fried, and Hack proposed a
system which, like the work of Dias and Ramsey, synthe-
sizes rewrite rules using an enumeration of an ISA’s instruc-
tions [12]. However, instead of using pattern matching they
leverage SMT to find rewrite rules for integer instructions.
They notably lack support for floating-point, which we can
handle efficiently. One interesting contribution of their work is
the ability to synthesize control flow instructions by modeling
them as a set of Boolean functions which indicate which
branch target was taken. Applying a similar method in our
approach is an interesting avenue for future work.

VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our technique for rewrite rule synthesis is a step towards
automatically synthesizing a complete code generator from
an RTL description of the target architecture. Future work
includes two directions: synthesizing more kinds of rewrite
rules, and targeting more expressive RTL. Pipelined architec-
tures could leverage unpipelining [38] or unrolling [11] (with
side conditions to ensure progress) to generate a model with
the desired properties. Alternatively, if the RTL is derived from
a high-level language, we could capture the synthesized design
before micro-architectural details are added.

Architects often explore many alternatives when designing
new hardware. This is often done incrementally. They propose
a design change, implement it, then reevaluate the efficiency. A
major impediment to design space exploration is implementing
the software changes needed to compile the application to the
new accelerator. The work in this paper enables automatically
deriving part of the code generator and is one step towards the
goal of eventually building a complete system for rapid and
automated design space exploration.
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APPENDIX

In addition to showcasing the efficiency of generating in-
struction rewrite rules, we wrote two compilers, one targeting
the CGRA PEs, and one targeting the RISC-V processors,
that showcase the synthesized rewrite rules can be used in
real application compilation. The CGRA rewrite rule synthesis
and compiler are actively being used in production in our lab’s
efforts to design and run applications on our CGRA [7].

1) CGRA Compilation Results: We apply our synthesized
rewrite rules to a number of image processing applications
written in the domain-specific language Halide [47]. Halide
is generally amenable to hardware acceleration [46], [57],
making it a suitable source language to target our PE designs.
The standard Halide compiler first lowers the program to its
internal IR consisting of multiple computational kernels and
structured for-loops [47]. Each kernel is further lowered to
a dependency graph of CoreIR instructions. Our instruction
selector then applies the synthesized rewrite rules to transform
each kernel into a graph of PE instructions.

We selected four typical image processing applications: (1)
Gaussian blur, an algorithm for blurring an image using con-
volution with a Gaussian kernel [44]; (2) A bfloat16 version of
Gaussian blur; (3) Harris corner detection, which finds sharp
corners of objects in images [32]; and (4) A complete camera
pipeline, which is representative of end-to-end processing of
raw sensor data to a final image [35]. The camera pipeline
includes kernels for hot pixel suppression, demosaicing, and
color correction. These applications have 3, 3, 10, and 14
distinct kernels, respectively, and the number of operations
within a kernel range from just a single operation to almost
200.

We compare our synthesized rewrite rules to an existing
hand-coded set for PE-F. Table IV shows the instruction counts
for each application with each set of rewrite rules. The code
sizes for the synthesized rewrite rules are the same or better
than the sizes of those from the hand-coded rules. For Harris,
which contains the i16.umin and i16.smin operations,
the hand-coded result uses 2 instructions6 (i16.lte and
i16.mux), but since we synthesize rewrite rules directly for
i16.umin and i16.smin, the instruction selector produces
more efficient code. Additionally, our instruction selector
works for the new PE variants automatically. It uses the
i16.absd instruction in both PE-B and PE-C, reducing
the total instructions for Camera. Similarly, it leverages the
i16.const-fma instruction in PE-C, greatly reducing the
total instructions for Gaussian and slightly reducing them for
Camera. This example demonstrates that it is easy to extend
PEs with new instructions and automatically update the set of
valid rewrite rules.

2) RISC-V Compilation Results: We also show that we can
compile branch-free C programs using our synthesized rewrite
rules. This approach has been used to evaluate other code

6We are unsure at this point whether this is a result of the architecture being
updated without a corresponding update to the hand-coded rewrite rules or
whether this rule was just overlooked by the original author of the tool. In
any event this sort of mistake motivates this paper.

Hand-
Coded Synthesized

Application PE-F PE-F PE-A PE-B PE-C
Gaussian i16 20 20 20 20 12

Gaussian
bfloat16 20 20 N/A N/A N/A

Harris 116 109 109 108 108
Camera 343 338 338 309 308

TABLE IV: The number of PE instructions required for
four Halide applications: Camera, Gaussian integer, Gaussian
bfloat16, and Harris. The applications are compiled using both
the hand-coded rewrite rules and the synthesized ones.

Benchmark Synthesized gcc -O0 gcc -O1
P1 3 16 3
P2 3 16 3
P3 3 16 3
P4 3 16 3
P5 3 16 3
P6 3 16 3
P7 5 19 4
P8 5 19 4
P9 4 20 4
P10 4 24 5
P11 4 22 4
P12 5 23 5
P13 5 22 4
P14 5 25 5
P15 5 25 5
P16 10 29 6
P17 6 23 5
P18 4∗ 36 7
P19 6 35 7
P20 9 35 8
P21 25 50 13
P22 26 39 11
P23 32 50 15
P24 18 50 12
P25 27 72 19

TABLE V: Number of RISC-V RV32IM instructions on 25
Hacker’s Delight programs (P1-P25). We show our system
versus gcc with two levels of optimization. ∗The compilation
of P18 to WebAssembly generated a i32.popcnt and hence
could only be compiled to RV32IX.

generators [50], [30]. Specifically, we compile 25 Hacker’s
Delight [56] programs. We use C implementations from Gul-
wani et al. [30].

We compile C to stack-machine WebAssembly byte code
using Emscripten [58] (using emcc -Os). We then transform
the resulting code into a basic block by abstract interpreta-
tion on a virtual stack [22], implemented with a modified
WebAssembly interpreter.

We apply type legalization [36] to decompose i32 con-
stants into i12 and i20 constants. These bit-widths are
chosen as they are the bit-width of immediate fields in the
RISC-V ISA. Instruction selection is then applied using the
synthesized rewrite rules. Next, we perform basic instruction
scheduling and register allocation, and finally we assemble the
instructions into RISC-V byte code [28], [14].

We compare the code we generate to that produced
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by gcc (riscv64-unknown-elf-gcc -march=rv32g
-mabi=ilp32). The gcc -O0 option uses the stack to store
intermediates so our code size is better, while gcc -O1 uses
multiple basic blocks to decrease code size, which we do not
support.

Table V shows a comparison of the number of instructions
generated from our compiler versus a RISC-V gcc compiler
for each Hacker’s Delight program. For P21-P25, gcc -O1
generates small code size by using branching code, an op-
timization we do not implement. P18 uses a i32.popcnt
in the generated WebAssembly. When targeting RV32IX we
can leverage the custom instructions to compile program P18
using only 4 instructions.
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